BACK TO SCHOOL!

Some have flip-top, others are fixed tables
Comes in pasty sticks, or a white liquid in bottles
The teacher will want you in your ___ at the beginning of class
Buy it loose and hole-punched or in spiral notebooks
Measures in inches or centimeters, or maybe both
Keeps your loose papers together and in order
The best part of a student's day
You may need to bring separate ___ and shoes for P.E.
With 64 colors in a normal pack, you may not use all of them
Old ones from last year, and new ones to make
Buy plenty of ___ to write with; maybe even a mechanical one
Transferring students may need to bring their old school's ___
Listen to the ___ or you'll miss the lesson
Specific clothes worn by all students at a school
Reading, ___ and arithmetic
Strapped bag for carrying books and other school needs
Finish your ___ before it's due
Unless you're buying at school, you'll need a brown bag or ___
If you want to play sports, you may need a ___ first
To be included in a school or class, you need to ___
Your ___ is the list of classes you attend each day
Use to cut paper and string, but hopefully not yourself
Traditional place of learning
Big, heavy, and usually provided by the school
Older kids may need a ___ for complex math problems
A place to run around and climb during recess
A notebook for writing, usually tape-bound and black and white
Many schools require students to carry ___

Enter unused letters from puzzle, in order:
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___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___

___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___

Copy boxed letters to form your hidden message:
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